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Chapter 4  TLM Modelling of acoustic propagation

Introduction

Having covered several chapters of theory we now introduce practical implementations with a

tutorial component.  This will be done in the context of acoustic propagation in a variety of

media which support longitudinal (as opposed to transverse) waves.  We start by relating free-

space propagation to a lossless TLM model.  This is followed by some simple examples coded in

MATLAB.  The remainder of the chapter then goes on to consider the nature and implementation

of mesh excitation (stationary and moving sources), propagation in inhomogeneous media,

realistic boundaries (surface conforming, absorbing) and open boundary descriptions.

One-dimensional TLM algorithm

We start with a simple TLM algorithm which demonstrates the behaviour of forced excitation of

a string which is supported at two ends (see also figure 2.2).  By suitable arrangement of the

initial excitations we can construct a resultant standing wave on the line, and in the case which is

given below, we have used six components: {sin(x) -sin(2x)/2 + sin(3x)/3 -sin(4x)/4 + sin(5x)/5 -

sin(6x)/6}, where x is a function of position along the line.  These represent the first six Fourier

components of a saw-tooth wave-form.  In the MATLAB code, which is given below, the spatial

domain contains 60 nodes, and at the very start two sets of discretised sine waves are impressed,

one moving to the left and one moving to the right.  The main routine is run for 120 iterations

and comprises:  'summation' (line 18). 'scatter' (lines 19,20) and 'connect' (lines 21,22).
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WAVES ON A STRING
1 % SPATIO-TEMPORAL EVOLUTION OF A SAWTOOTH WAVE-FORM USING TLM
2 % spatially distributed excitation comprise the first six Fourier components
3
4 % ********************* INPUT PARAMETERS ****************************
5 nmax = 60; %the number of spatial nodes in the problem
6 Kmax=120; %the number of iterations
7 Z=zeros(Kmax,nmax); %matrix for storing successive results
8 %***********************  TLM ROUTINE  *********************************
9
10 for j=1:nmax
11 x(j)=(2*pi/(nmax))*((2*j-1)/2); %construction of spatial domain
12 end
13 %excitations shown below
14 vir = sin(x) - (sin(2*x))/2 + (sin(3*x))/3 - (sin(4*x))/4 + (sin(5*x))/5 - (sin(6*x))/6;
15 vil = sin(x) - (sin(2*x))/2 + (sin(3*x))/3 - (sin(4*x))/4 + (sin(5*x))/5 - (sin(6*x))/6;
16
17 for k=1:Kmax %start of the iterative process
18 vtotal = vil +vir; %summation of incident pulses
19 vsl=vir; %scatter to left
20 vsr=vil; %scatter to right
21 vil = shiftlr(vsr,1); %connect from left
22 vir = shiftlr(vsl,-1); %connect from right
23 vil(1) = -vsl(1); % apply pressure release boundary condition on left
24 vir(nmax)= -vsr(nmax); % apply pressure release boundary condition on right
25
26 for j=1:nmax
27 Z(k,j) = vtotal(j); %fill out row of display matrix for one iteration
28 end
29 end
30
31 surf(Z) %display space-time evolution of composite wave
32 view(-14,60) %rearrange view angle

  The 'connect' step is the one-dimensional equivalent of eqn (3.35):

k +1
iVL(x)=k

sVR(x −1)

k +1
iVR(x)=k

sVL(x +1)
(4.1)

For simplicity of coding we have used the 'shiftlr' routine due to Hansleman & Littlefield [4.1].

shiftlr(A,b) shifts the contents of matrix, A  to the right by b spaces, if b > 0, and by b spaces to

the left if b < 0.  This is equivalent to multiplying a matrix by the appropriate Toepliz matrix:
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If A = 0 1 2 3 0[ ]  then we have:

0 1 2 3 0[ ]*

0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0

⎡ 

⎣ 

⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 

⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

= 0 0 1 2 3[ ]

(4.2)

and 0 1 2 3 0[ ]*

0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0

⎡ 

⎣ 

⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 

⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 
⎥ 

= 1 2 3 0 0[ ]

The 'connect' processes described by eqns (4.1) and/or (4.2) would cause data to 'fall off the

edge'.  Lines 23 and 24 define short-circuit (zero-velocity) boundaries,. Lines 26 - 28  fill one

row of the display matrix (Z) at each iteration.

Ripples are always evident in conventional representations of the finite summation of Fourier

components as an approximation to a wave-form.  The addition of the 'time' (iteration number)

evolution as shown in Figure 4.1 provides a new dimension to the visualisation.  Adaptation of

the code will quickly demonstrate how the wave-length and amplitude of the ripples change as

extra terms are included in the excitation.
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Figure 4.1 Space-time evolution of a saw-tooth wave-form using a spatially distributed excitation

comprising the first six components in the appropriate Fourier expansion.

TLM operates in the time-domain, but there are many instances where a frequency response may

be required.  This can be easily achieved by including a Fourier transform (DFT or FFT as

appropriate) in the code.  This is demonstrated by taking a programme of the same basic

structure and using as excitation two sinusoids with different frequencies. The temporal data at a

single inspection point can then be collected and fed into a fast Fourier transform programme, so

that we can confirm that the wave-form does indeed comprise the components what were

initially injected.  This one-dimensional model (shown below) comprises 14 nodes with an

excitation arranged so that this space supports λ/2.  The excitation comprises the fundamental
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and the first harmonic.  The time domain data is fed into the observation matrix (line 17) which

represents the total voltage at the observation point (defined at line 5) at every iteration. The

simulation is run for 256 iterations.  Line 25 calls the FFT subroutine which has been specifically

designed for a sampling rate of 10kHz.

TWO FREQUENCY EXCITATION OF A STRING
1 %lossless TLM to determine the Fourier components of an acoustic wave where
2 %where the sampling frequency is 10kHz
3 % ********************* INPUT PARAMETERS ****************************
4 nmax = 14; %the no of nodes in the problem
5 N=256; %N is the number of iterations
5 observation= 4; %observation is the observation point for the fft
7 a=zeros(1,N); % the observed data matrix
7 %***********************  TLM ROUTINE  *********************************

9 %input
10 for j=1:nmax
11 x(j)=(pi/(nmax))*((2*j-1)/2);  %lambda spans the space
12 end
13 vir = sin(x) + sin(2*x);
14 vil = sin(x) + sin(2*x);

15 for k=1:N
16 vtotal = vil +vir; %summation of incident pulses
17 a(k)=vtotal(1,observation); %feed observation matrix
18 vsl=vir; %scatter to left
19 vsr=vil; %scatter to right
20 vil = shiftlr(vsr,1); %connect from left
21 vir = shiftlr(vsl,-1); %connect from right
22 vil(1) = -vsl(1); %apply left boundary condition (pressure release)
23 vir(nmax)= -vsr(nmax); %apply right boundary condition (pressure release)
24 end
25 ftplot

The programme calls 'ftplot' (line 25) and the code for this, which is based on routines by

Hansleman & Littlefield [4.1], is shown below.
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FFT CODE
1 Ts = (1/10000); %sampling period (10kHz)
2 b=fft(a); %array of frequency components
3 fp=b(1:N/2+1)*Ts; % scaled and Nyquist truncated array of frequency components
4 fs=1/Ts; %sampling frequency
5 f=fs*(0:N/2)/N; %array of frequency components
6 plot(f,abs(fp)) %plot of frequency versus modulus of fp

The results are plotted in figure 4.2a and clearly demonstrate the existence of two frequency

components.  From line 11 of the main programme we have x = (pi/14)*(7/2) at the observation

position (j = 4), so that sin(x(4)) = 0.707 and sin(2*x(4)) = 1.  Discretisation and sampling errors

in the FFT mean that there is generally an error in the ratio of the observed amplitudes.

However, the general principle can be demonstrated by repeating the simulation with the

observation point at the middle of the space.  In this case  line 17 becomes:

 a(k) = 0.5*(vtotal(1,7) + vtotal(1,8)) (4.3)

The results shown in figure 4.2b demonstrate that the upper frequency has a node at this point.
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Figure 4.2 (a) Fourier components derived from TLM time-domain data collected at observation

point (j = 4).  (b) Collected data is the average of values at (j = 7) and (j = 8) which represents

the node for the sin(2x) excitation component.
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Now that we have derived this much data we will continue the process in reverse.   In a normal

simulation we would of course operate the entire process in the forward direction.  Let us

imagine that the sound velocity was 300m/s.  Inspection of the FFT data yields the frequency

components as 351.7625 and 703.125Hz.  One wavelength on the 14 node structure is then

0.4267m at this sound velocity.  Accordingly Δx = 0.0305m.  Since  Δx/Δt = 300m/s we can

calculate the temporal discretisation as Δt = 1.01389 10-4s.  The reciprocal (9.836kHz) is within

1.65% of the sampling frequency used in the FFT.

Two-dimensional TLM algorithm for acoustic propagation

Equations (2.6) and (2.7) can be used to express the acoustic wave equation

� 

∇2 p = kρ ∂
2p
∂t2

(4.4)

where ρ is the density and κ is the compressibility of the medium.  This is the same as

� 

∇2 p =
1
v2

∂2p
∂t2

(4.5)

where v, the velocity of propagation of a longitudinal wave is given by

� 

v =
1
kρ (4.6)

We now develop this in a two-dimensional lossless TLM simulation and start with what might

appear as the simplest case, a single shot excitation at the centre.  The code which is listed below

uses more MATLAB-based sophistications than was used in earlier code.  This example might

be considered as the equivalent of throwing a stone into the centre of a pond and we might

expect to see ripples spreading outwards.  However, this is not the case, and the example serves
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to demonstrate some of the problems associated with TLM.  However, once these limitations are

appreciated, then most difficulties can be circumvented.

2-D TLM CODE
%% Two-dimensional TLM routine with single shot excitation
clear
ITERS = 60; %% the number of iterations
rows = 101;cols = 101; %% dimension of problem
%% set up connection matrices
Cn=[[zeros(rows-1,1) eye(rows-1)];zeros(1,rows)];Cs=Cn'; Ce=[[zeros(cols-1,1) eye(cols-
1)];zeros(1,cols)];Cw=Ce';
%% set up transmission and reflection coefficients
T = 0.5.*ones(rows,cols);
R =-0.5.*ones(rows,cols);
%% set up transmission and reflection coefficients %% for boundaries
BRn = [ones(1,cols);zeros(rows-1,cols)]; BRs = [zeros(rows-1,cols);ones(1,cols)]; BRe = [zeros(rows,cols-1)
ones(rows,1)]; BRw = [ones(rows,1) zeros(rows,cols-1)];
%% make room for incident and scattered voltages
In=zeros(rows,cols);Is=zeros(rows,cols); Ie=zeros(rows,cols);Iw=zeros(rows,cols);
Sn=zeros(rows,cols);Ss=zeros(rows,cols); Se=zeros(rows,cols);Sw=zeros(rows,cols);
phi = zeros(rows,cols); %% make room for 'phi'
%% single excitation at (51,51) which at instant of arrival sums to 1000

In(51,51) = 500;
Is(51,51) = 500;
Ie(51,51) = 500;
Iw(51,51) = 500;

for iter = 1:ITERS % start of TLM routine
Sn = In.*R + Is.*T + Ie.*T + Iw.*T; %% calculate scatter pulses
Ss = In.*T + Is.*R + Ie.*T + Iw.*T;
Se = In.*T + Is.*T + Ie.*R + Iw.*T;
Sw = In.*T + Is.*T + Ie.*T + Iw.*R;

In = Cs*Ss + BRn.*Sn; %% calculate incident pulses
Is = Cn*Sn + BRs.*Ss;
Ie = Sw*Cw + BRe.*Se;
Iw = Se*Ce + BRw.*Sw;

phi = (In + Is + Ie + Iw)/2; %% superimpose incident pulses
end %% end of TLM routine
surf(phi);colormap(gray);shadinginterp
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The results of the 'surf' instruction are shown in Figure 4.3.  We can make the following

observations;

• The wave-front is not radial; in some directions it seems to go more slowly

• The fastest propagation seems to be slower than expected

• There is much fine-structure within the circle of propagation

Figure 4.3 View of the apparent pressure profile after 60 iterations following a single pulse input

at the centre of the two-dimensional mesh.

The explanation for these lies in the phenomenon of numerical dispersion, the fact that the

velocity of propagation on a rectangular mesh depends on frequency and on direction.   A factor

0.707 arises because of the way in which an impulse is forced to travel between neighbouring

points at opposite diagonals.  The distance 2 Δx is traversed in time 2Δt, so that
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apparent velocity  =   
1
2
 
Δx
Δt    (4.7)

Dispersion can be presented as velocity versus frequency but within TLM it is more usual to plot

velocity against a frequency equivalent, Δx/λ, where λ is the wavelength in question and Δx is the

discretisation which is used in the model.  This is shown in figure 4.4, and it can be seen that the

velocity drops to zero when Δx/λ = 0.25, which is termed cut-off.  This means that it is not

possible to propagate a wave if the discretisation is equivalent to 4 nodes per wavelength.

Normallised frequency (Δx/λ)

Propagation
velocity

0.7

0.6

0.5
0.1 0.2 0.3

Figure 4.4  Dispersion plotted as normalised velocity versus Δx/λ.  It will be noted that the
maximum velocity is 70.7% of the free-space sound-speed

It will be noted that, so long as Δx/λ ≤ 0.1, then there is not much variation in velocity, and this

constitutes a basis for limiting the effects of dispersion in TLM models.  Any excitation/s whose

frequency spectrum does not contain components with less than the equivalent of ten nodes per
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wavelength should not exhibit significant dispersion.  So long as the modeller does not lose sight

of these factors, then it is possible to avoid spurious effects due to dispersion.

Driven sine-waves excitation

The two-dimensional TLM routine can be modified so as to represent a sinusoidal excitation

from a single point.  In this case, the incident excitations at (51,51) are replaced by a discretised

sinusoid of the form shown in figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Amplitude (vertical axis) versus time (horizontal axis) for a discretised sinusoid

Excitation can either be constrained or free.  In the first case, using figure 4.5 as the example, we

use 44 individual discrete contributions to launch one complete wavelength onto the mesh.  Thus

the north, south, east and west components at the excitation point are given by

iVN / S /E /E = 0.5sin
2π
44 k

⎡ 
⎣ ⎢ 

⎤ 
⎦ ⎥  (where k is the iteration index) (4.8)

which ensures that the nodal potential at the excitation point at the k-th iteration is given by
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φ(excitation point) = sin
2π
44 k⎡ 

⎣ ⎢ 
⎤ 
⎦ ⎥ (4.9)

If we have a free excitation with Δx/λ = 0.05 then this can best be expressed in terms of a

scattering event as

 

� 

sVN / S/ E /W = sVN /S /E /W + 0.25sin 2π20 k
⎡ 
⎣ ⎢ 

⎤ 
⎦ ⎥ (4.10)

which can be used to update the scattered data as shown in the code below.  When this is run as a

MATLAB programme a smooth wave-form will be observed with an amplitude that falls off as

would be expected in a two-dimensional model.  By changing the divisor within the sine

expression in eqn (4.10) it is possible to investigate the influence of dispersion.  When the

divisor is set to 4 then this corresponds to Δx/λ = 0.25, i.e. cut-off.
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SINUSOIDAL EXCITATION
%% Two-dimensional TLM routine with free sinusoidal excitation at (51,51)
clear
ITERS = 60; %% the number of iterations
rows = 101;cols = 101; %% dimension of problem
%% set up connection matrices
Cn=[[zeros(rows-1,1) eye(rows-1)];zeros(1,rows)];Cs=Cn'; Ce=[[zeros(cols-1,1) eye(cols-
1)];zeros(1,cols)];Cw=Ce';
%% set up transmission and reflection coefficients
T = 0.5.*ones(rows,cols);
R =-0.5.*ones(rows,cols);
%% set up transmission and reflection coefficients %% for boundaries
BRn = [ones(1,cols);zeros(rows-1,cols)]; BRs = [zeros(rows-1,cols);ones(1,cols)]; BRe = [zeros(rows,cols-1)
ones(rows,1)]; BRw = [ones(rows,1) zeros(rows,cols-1)];
%% make room for incident and scattered voltages
In=zeros(rows,cols);Is=zeros(rows,cols); Ie=zeros(rows,cols);Iw=zeros(rows,cols);
Sn=zeros(rows,cols);Ss=zeros(rows,cols); Se=zeros(rows,cols);Sw=zeros(rows,cols);
phi = zeros(rows,cols); %% make room for 'phi'

for k = 1:ITERS % start of TLM routine
Sn = In.*R + Is.*T + Ie.*T + Iw.*T; %% calculate scatter pulses
Ss = In.*T + Is.*R + Ie.*T + Iw.*T;
Se = In.*T + Is.*T + Ie.*R + Iw.*T;
Sw = In.*T + Is.*T + Ie.*T + Iw.*R;

Sn(51,51) = Sn(51,51) + 0.25*sin(2*pi*k/20); %% addition of driving component
Ss(51,51) = Ss(51,51) + 0.25*sin(2*pi*k/20); %% at node (51,51)
Se(51,51) = Sn(51,51) + 0.25*sin(2*pi*k/20);
Sw(51,51) = Sn(51,51) + 0.25*sin(2*pi*k/20);

In = Cs*Ss + BRn.*Sn; %% calculate incident pulses
Is = Cn*Sn + BRs.*Ss;
Ie = Sw*Cw + BRe.*Se;
Iw = Se*Ce + BRw.*Sw;

phi = (In + Is + Ie + Iw)/2; %% superimpose incident pulses
end %% end of TLM routine
surf(phi)
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We can also consider the effect of phased sources on beam steering (first implemented in TLM

by Saleh and Blanchfield [4.2]).  This is frequently done in radio communications where we

might have two or more radiating monopoles, length λ/4 with respect to a perfectly reflecting

ground-plane and set λ/2 apart.  In the case of acoustics it is more usual to use a rigid boundary

(ρ = 1) as the reflector, so that the monopoles should be of length λ/2 (see figure 4.6).

sin(ωt) sin(ωt + π)

Figure 4.6  Two monopoles of length  λ/2 set  λ/2 above a rigid surface

This presents an interesting TLM problem that has not been encountered up to this moment.  In

the example that we will consider we will have a wavelength equivalent to 14Δx.  Thus we would

have two sources, (7Δx apart) adding driving components sin(2πk/14√2) and -sin(2πk/14√2)

respectively (k is the iteration time index).  However, in most formulations that have been

presented up to this moment it is usual to set a boundary half way between two nodes so that

what leaves a node at time, k is reflected and returns at time, k+1.  Using this, we would be

forced to place the boundary at either (6Δx + Δx/2) or  (7Δx + Δx/2).  For this reason we need  to

adopt a different strategy so that a pulse which leaves a node travels to a boundary during Δt and

returns (in-phase) after a further Δt.  The code which is shown below is a slight variant on what

has been used earlier in this chapter, but the basic concepts are identical.  Because MATLAB

does not like dealing with zero-valued indices the entire operation is moved in from the outer
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boundary.  So, we see five sources at (9,160), (9,167), (9,174), (9,181), (9,188).  We set the

boundary at (2,:).  The pulses scattered from (3,:) towards the ground are put into a temporary

store (tempe) and the pulses that were in a temporary store (tempo) from the previous iteration

now become incident pulses at (3,:), mod(k,2) is used to distinguish between odd and even

iterations.  The results of this simulation are shown in figure 4.7a and are an accurate

representation of an 'end-fire' beam array showing pressure doubling at the rigid boundary.

Figure 4.7b shows the steering effect where there is a λ/8 phase difference between successive

sources.
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%% Two-dimensional TLM routine with multiple phased sinusoidal sources
clear
ITERS = 260; %% the number of iterations
Lx = 350;Ly = 160; %% dimension of problem

In=zeros(Ly,Lx);Is=zeros(Ly,Lx); Ie=zeros(Ly,Lx);Iw=zeros(Ly,Lx);
Sn=zeros(Ly,Lx);Ss=zeros(Ly,Lx); Se=zeros(Ly,Lx);Sw=zeros(Ly,Lx);
phi = zeros(Ly,Lx);
tempe = zeros(Ly,Lx); tempo = zeros(Ly,Lx);

for k = 1:ITERS % start of TLM routine
xite = 100*sin(2*pi*k/19.798989);

%% calculate scatter pulses
Sn= 0.5*(-In + Is + Ie + Iw); Ss= 0.5*(+In - Is + Ie + Iw);
Se= 0.5*(+In + Is - Ie + Iw); Sw= 0.5*(+In + Is + Ie - Iw);

for jx=2:Lx-1 %connection process
   In(:,jx) =  Ss(:,jx-1); Is(:,jx) =  Sn(:,jx+1);

end

for jy=2:Ly-1
   Ie(jy,:) =  Sw(jy+1,:); Iw(jy,:) =  Se(jy-1,:);

end

%addition of five driving components
In(9,160)=In(9,160)-xite; Is(9,160)=Is(9,160)-xite; Ie(9,160)=Ie(9,160)-xite; Iw(9,160)=Iw(9,160)-xite;
In(9,167)=In(9,167)-xite; Is(9,167)=Is(9,167)-xite; Ie(9,167)=Ie(9,167)-xite; Iw(9,167)=Iw(9,167)-xite;
In(9,174)=In(9,174)-xite; Is(9,174)=Is(9,174)-xite; Ie(9,174)=Ie(9,174)-xite; Iw(9,174)=Iw(9,174)-xite;
In(9,181)=In(9,181)-xite; Is(9,181)=Is(9,181)-xite; Ie(9,181)=Ie(9,181)-xite; Iw(9,181)=Iw(9,181)-xite;
In(9,188)=In(9,188)-xite; Is(9,188)=Is(9,188)-xite; Ie(9,188)=Ie(9,188)-xite; Iw(9,188)=Iw(9,188)-xite;

if mod(k,2) ==0 %rigid ground at lambda/2 below sources
Iw(3,:) = tempe(3,:); tempe(3,:) = Sw(3,:);

else
Iw(3,:) = tempo(3,:); tempo(3,:) = Sw(3,:);

end

phi = (In + Is + Ie + Iw)/2; %% superimpose incident pulses

surf(phi);shading interp;view(0,90);pause(0.01);

end %% end of TLM routine
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(a)

(b)
Figure 4.7 Examples of acoustic beam-steering using phased arrays

(a) An end-fire beam obtained from an array of five sources set λ/2 above a rigid boundary and

λ/2 apart with 180º phase difference between adjacent sources

(b) A steered beam resulting from an array of four sources placed λ/2 above a rigid boundary and

λ/2 apart.  Reading from the right, the nodes are driven at ωt, (ωt + π/4), (ωt + π/2), (ωt + 3π/4).

The two-dimensional propagation of a Gaussian wave-form

The propagation of a Gaussian wave-form in two-dimensions is an example which highlights

some of the difficulties which apply both to the TLM and finite difference techniques.  In this

section we examine some of the problems that are encountered and suggest a possible

explanation.
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Let a Gaussian distribution in the time domain be expressed by

� 

(σ2 is the variance) (4.11)

If this waveform is subject to a Fourier transform, the variance in the frequency domain is given

by 1/σ2.  This means that the distribution of frequency components can be influenced by altering

σ.  A truncated Gaussian profile in the time domain (see figure 4.8) was used to excite the mid-

point of a two-dimensional space in a TLM model.   This was implemented as a free excitation

where 500*exp(-(iter-5)^2/25) replaced the sinusoid in eqn (4.10).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 4.8 A nine-point discretised Gaussian with time-step along the horizontal axis.  The

vertical axis is excitation amplitude corresponding to a particular time-step.
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The result shown in figure 4.8 can be improved by taking a larger value of variance, but this does

not eliminate the problem.  One can see effects which are reminiscent of figure  4.3.  There are

also significant components of negative amplitude.  In the first instance, one should remember

that the high frequencies are not eliminated in a Gaussian excitation, so that there will still be

components that fall outside the Δx/λ ≤ 0.1 preferred range.  The other problem is due to the use

of a mesh approach where the velocity is approximately 70.7% of the free-space velocity.

Figure 4.9 The propagation within a 101x101 computational space 60 iterations after the

application of a 9-point (in iteration time) Gaussian excitation at (51,51) with σ = 5.

 One can confirm that the wave-form in figure 4.9 moves as k/√2 (where k is the iteration index),

but close inspection of this wave-form using the 'ceil' command in MATLAB confirms that there

are components, albeit very small ones, at x = kΔx, y = kΔy at time k (see figure 4.10).  Now,

using Huyghen's principle, we know that any wave at any time is the result of constructive

interference of wavelets ahead of the advancing wave-front and destructive interference of

wavelets in the wake of the retreating wave-front.  If the main front is advancing at a velocity of
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1/√2 per iteration, while there are components (albeit very small) that are moving at unit velocity

then we can hypothesise that the profile observed in figure 4.9 is the result of improper

cancellation of waves.  It is left to the reader as an exercise to truncate the wave-form so that it is

symmetrical (in terms of population) about its peak.  If the truncation points are rinner and router,

then it might be expected that the sum of amplitudes over the area between the source-point and

rinner should be equal to the sum of the intensity (square of amplitudes) between router and the

rectangle bounded by (-k,0   0,k   k,0   0,-k)

Figure 4.10 The propagation within a 101x101 computational space 48 iterations after the

application of a 9-point (in iteration time) Gaussian excitation  (Amax = 10) at position (51,51)

with σ = 5.  The MATLAB command 'ceil' was used to round all values towards plus infinity.

Thus we can hypothesise, that since a component of the excitation moves well ahead of the

propagating wave-form, it is not available for the destructive (Huyghen's) interference in the

wake of the wave-form.

Moving sources
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The modelling of moving sources requires much care.  The early work by Pomeroy [4.3]

involved the movement of a source by one mesh-point per iteration.  Bearing in mind that, even

within the minimum dispersive bounds, the velocity of propagation of a wave on a TLM mesh is

only 70.7% of the free-space velocity, a one node shift of the source (or in his case, sound

reflecting surface) per iteration is equivalent to Mach 1.414 source and the results were quite

spectacular. When this work was repeated for a 'sinusoidal' source moving at much lower speeds,

the results were less satisfactory.  The results for a single-point source moving by one node every

5 iterations are shown in figure 4.11 where four distinct regions can be seen.  There is a

compacted region in front of the moving source, an extended wave behind, and there are two

'unperturbed' regions normal to the movement.  These are separated by lines of change, which in

the wake of the source resemble a ship's bow-wave.  Some improvements were noted when a

scheme for continuous rather than discrete movement (due to one of these authors) was adopted.

The O'Connor method for a source moving from position (x) to position (x+Δx) during time nΔt

is to divide the intervening space into n-sub-units and to take the corresponding weighted mean

of the amplitudes at (x) and (x+Δx).  However, when the time-sampled amplitudes are analysed

in the frequency domain, further discrepencies are noted.  We see the shifted frequencies due to

the advancing and retreating source, but we also see a series of harmonics.  Additionally, the

shifted frequencies do not quite match those predicted by the normal formulae for Doppler shift

and only do so when the 1/√2 factor in the velocity is taken into account.
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Figure 4.11 A sinusoidal source (Δx / λ = 0.1) which is moved step-wise by one nodal distance

every five time-steps.  The observations were made after 128 iterations.

Our investigations into the source of this discrepancy showed up several issues which are

frequently overlooked, not only in TLM, but in other forms of time-domain modelling [4.4].  The

first of these concerns the manner in which sources are generally defined in space and time.  This

is best illustrated using a finite line source which excites a two-dimensional mesh with a sine

wave.  The results are shown in figure 4.12(a), where the influence of the ends can be seen to

introduce a modulation of the propagating waves.  A cross-section of the excitation is shown in

figure 4.12(b) where it can be seen that the excitation is not a single sinusoid, but comprises two

sinusoids of identical frequency which are displaced with respect to each other.
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Figure 4.12(a) profile produced by a finite line-source in two-dimensional space.  (b) cross-

sectional diagram of part of the wave-form emanating from either side of the line-source at its

centre.

The conventional two-dimensional single-point sinusoidal excitation involves injecting pulses

0.5Vmaxsin(2πk/λ)  in four directions at every time-step.  If the source is moved in the x-direction

there is significant interaction between the independent propagating waves.  Those injected to

north and south do not experience a frequency shift, while those injected in the east and west

directions do.  All of this is not surprising in view of the fact that TLM is a space-time process,

and the excitation which is frequently used is distributed only in time.  What is surprising is the

fact that anomalies are not normally observed in the case of a stationary source, but perhaps the

south, east and west components of the wave injected towards the north are masked by major

components in those directions.  Experiments involving moving observers and a stationary

source have confirmed that the spurious harmonics can be significantly reduced if the source is

distributed in both time and space.
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This then leaves one issue still unresolved, the forward and aft 'bow-wave'.  The reason for these

is quite simple if one considers that the components of the sinusoidal excitation are a series of

pulses (see figure 4.5).  When a train of pulses is injected at a point then the dispersion effects as

observed in figure 4.3 are smoothed out.  However, the situation is quite different if the source

point is allowed to move.

t t t tt0 1 2 3 4

Figure 4.13 The propagation from a moving excitation point at discrete time intervals

In this case we can consider the pulse injected at the origin (point 'o' in figure 4.13) as an

independent source of dispersive signal which was injected at t0 and has propagated up to the

present instant.  The points of maximum signal along the diagonals, as they appear in figure 4.3

are denoted by the black dots on the t0 circle (note that this is 45º with respect to the origin.  The

t1 circle is the outer periphery of the dispersive signal resulting from an injection at t1 at an origin

which is displaced to the right with respect to 'o'.  The 45º maxima with respect to this new

source origin are also marked as black dots.  This process is continued right up to the source at
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its position at the present time, and simple geometric considerations indicate that the angles

between the source in its current position and all previous dispersive peaks are:

� 

 for the advancing signal (4.12a)

� 

 for the retreating signal (4.12b)

where N is the fractional Mach number (V/N).  These expressions have been confirmed in

experimental simulations between V/4 and V/10 and the spurious harmonics can now be

interpreted in terms of ineffective cancellation of dispersive effects due to the moving source,

something that can be reduced (at least in high frequency content) by spreading the source over

several nodes

Propagation in inhomogeneous media

The algorithms which have been presented up to now are entirely scalable for a homogeneous

medium; the sound-speed is all that is required to go from the time-domain to the frequency

domain.  The situation becomes more complex where there are factors which give rise to

different sound speeds (change in medium density or compressibility, or in the case of submarine

acoustics, change in salinity).

Maxwell's equation ∇2E =   µε 
∂ 2E
∂t2 (4.13)

Lossless TLM equation
∂ 2V
∂x2 +

∂ 2V
∂y2 +

∂ 2V
∂z 2 =  LdCd

∂V2

∂t2 (4.14)

Acoustic wave equation
∂ 2P
∂x2 +

∂ 2P
∂y2 +

∂ 2P
∂z 2 =   

1
c2

∂P2

∂t2 (4.15)
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Region A Region B

ZA ZB

(x,y) (x+1,y)

Figure 4.14 A material discontinuity half-way between two sets of nodes

The analogy between the Maxwell electromagnetic equation (where µ and ε are the medium

permeability and permittivity), the lossless TLM equation and the acoustic wave equation

suggests that variations in propagation velocity will be mirrored by changes in the product LdCd.

In other words, changes in velocity can be implemented by changing the impedance within the

TLM network.  We start this analysis by considering a two-dimensional space comprising two

media (Regions A and B) as shown in figure 4.14.

Signals travelling in Region A are in an environment of impedance, ZA and we can use ρ = -1/2, τ

= 1/2.  The impedance in Region B is ZB and ρ = -1/2, τ = 1/2 can also be used.  It is only when

we come to consider the exchange of information at the boundary that we encounter problems,

and this is because of the impedance mismatch.  At the start of an iteration, pulses will leave

nodes (x,y) and (x+1,y) as shown in figure 4.14.  They each travel a distance Δx/2, after which

they encounter a change in impedance which causes additional scattering.  The sign and

magnitude depends on the direction of motion.
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 ρA→B =
ZB − ZA
ZB + ZA

(4.16)

The pulse arriving from a at s will experience a complementary reflection coefficient:

ρB→A =
ZA − ZB
ZA + ZB

(4.17)

The transmission coefficients are similarly defined so that the connection process across the

boundary now becomes:

k +1
iVE(x,y) = ρB→A k

sVE(x,y) + τ A→B k
sVW(x +1,y)

k +1
iVW(x,y) = ρA→B k

sVW(x,y) + τ A→B k
sVE(x −1,y)

(4.18)

Incorporation of stub lines

There is a totally different way of approaching the problem of material discontinuities, which

requires a slightly more complicated scattering matrix, but which has no requirement for an

intermediate scattering of the form shown in eqn (4.18).  This uses the concept of stubs, which

has been borrowed from microwave engineering.    Eqns (4.14 & 4.15) confirm the relationship

between the speed of light in the electromagnetic wave equation and the permittivity and

permeability in the Maxwell equation.  So any variations in speed could be modelled by

changing either  ε or  µ or both.  In this case we alter ε by changing the electrical capacitance.

If we take the two regions in figure 4.14 we can say that the capacitance of the medium is related

to the in-vacuo capacitance through the relative permittivity:

CA = εAC0 and CB = εBC0 (4.19)
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We can also relate the permittivities in the two regions:

εB  =  εA + εS

so that CB  =  CA + CS (4.20)

The impedance within Region B is then

ZB   =   
Δt
CB

    =   
Δt

CA + CS
 (4.21)

This can be written in reciprocal form as:

1
ZB

    =   
CA
Δt    +  

CS
Δt     =   

1
ZA

   +  
1

ZS
 (4.22)

This means that ZB can be replaced by a parallel combination of ZA and an additional line called

a stub which ensures the match between the lines as shown in figure 4.15.

Region A Region B

Z Z

(x,y) (x+1,y)
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Figure 4.15  Differences in material properties loaded into stubs

The main feature of a stub is that it should act as a storage rather than a 'leakage' element.  This

means that data which is passed to it during the matching process is returned to the network and

not lost from the network.  If the stub is to represent an additional capacitance, then it must be

terminated in an open-circuit (ρ = 1).  By arranging the stub to have length, Δx/2 we ensure that

signals are returned to the network after one timestep.  Changes in medium permeability could be

implemented by using a similar, half-length stub with a short-circuit termination.  This represents

an additional inductance in the network.

The use of the half-length line introduces a small change in the definition of ZS, the stub

impedance, which now becomes:

ZS  = 
Δt/2
CS

   =  
Δt

2 CS
  (4.23)

The scattering process must now take account of additional contributions, namely reflection and

transmission of signals from link-lines into lines and into the stub, as well as the reflection of

signals from the stub into the stub and transmission of signals from the stub into the link-lines.

The analysis can be done as before and yields a matrix equation, which is in fact

computationally efficient and avoids some of the complexities of the discontinuity approach.

⎝
⎜
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎟
⎞sVN

sVS
sVE
sVW
sVSt

    =  
1

4ZS + Z   S 

⎝
⎜
⎜
⎛

⎠
⎟
⎟
⎞iVN

iVS
iVE
iVW
iVSt

 (4.24)
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 where  S =

⎝⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜⎛

⎠⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟⎞

-(Z+2ZS) 2ZS 2ZS 2ZS 2Z

2ZS -(Z+2ZS) 2ZS 2ZS 2Z

2ZS 2ZS -(Z+2ZS) 2ZS 2Z

2ZS 2ZS 2ZS -(Z+2ZS) 2Z

2ZS 2ZS 2ZS 2ZS (Z-4ZS)

    

In contrast to the discontinuity method, the TLM connection process for the stub method is as in

eqn (2.35) with the addition of a contribution which takes account of the open-circuit termination

in the stub:

k +1
iVStub(x,y) = k

sVStub(x,y) (4.25)

The signal which arrives into the node from the stub at time (k+1)Δt is equal to the signal which

was scattered from the node into the stub at time kΔt.  The nodal potential must also take account

of the additional contribution from the stub-line:

 φ(x) =

2iVN + 2iVS + 2iVE + 2iVW
Z +

2iVStub
ZS

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 

4
Z +

1
ZS

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 

(4.26)

The storage or delaying nature of the stub can be demonstrated by considering the one-

dimensional propagation of a pulse along a lossless line which has a single half-length open-

circuit stub as shown in figure 4.16.  As in eqn (4.26) the equation for the nodal potential is given
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by the sum of the incoming currents divided by the sum of all of the impedances taken in

parallel:

φ  =  

2iVL + 2iVR
Z +

2iVStub
ZS

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 

2
Z +

1
ZS

⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ 

(4.27)

Initially we will consider a single pulse incident from the left (iVL = 1200) with all others set to

zero.  We will also set Z = 1 and ZS = 1 so that 0φ = 800.  The incoming pulse sees ZS and Z in

parallel as a load and undergoes a reflection.  The reflection coefficient is -1/3 so that -400 is

reflected.  Thus (2/3)1200 is transmitted into the other arms.  Thus at the end of the scattering

process we have 0
sVL = -400, 0

sVR = 800, ,0
sVS = 800.

Z Z

ZS
o/c

Figure 4.16 A one-dimensional lossless line with a half-length, open-circuit stub

Because there is no other scattering source present 0
sVL and 0

sVR are of no further interest.

However 0
sVS reaches the end of the stub and is reflected back in-phase.  At the end of the first

time-step we then have 1
iVS = 800 arriving back at the node which gives rise to nodal voltage 1φ

= (2/3) 1
iVS.
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The pulse arriving at the node from the stub now sees two impedances in parallel ahead of it and

therefore the reflection coefficient is -1/3.  The pulse scattered back into the stub is then -

(1/3)800 which becomes 2
iVS and thus 2φ = (2/3) [ (-1/3)800 ].  The next nodal voltage will then

be (2/3) [ (-1/3)(-1/3)800 ] and so on.  The process continues on for all subsequent time, although

as it can be seen in figure 4.17 the contributions tend to a negligible level within a few iterations.

Iteration number

N
od
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 v
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ta

ge

800

600

400

200

0

-200 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Figure 4.17 The variation of nodal voltage with time-step for an initial injection of 1200 (from

the left) onto the one-dimensional mesh with a single stub (ZS/Z = 1) shown in figure 4.14

Stubs provide a very useful method for treating variations in propagation velocity. Willison  [4.5]

developed a TLM model for the distortion of a plane wave as it moves between two media and

demonstrated that the results are consistent with Snell's law of refraction.
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In spite of the obvious benefits of using stubs, we should be aware that they do change the

dispersion characteristics of the TLM model space.  This has been considered in detail by

Meliani [4.6].  His results are summarised in figure 4.18, which indicates the relevant velocity of

propagation and the Δx/λ region which ensures dispersion-free propagation. The parameter 's' in

the figure is a measure of the size of the stub impedance (where s = 2 corresponds to ZSt = ∞).

Δx/λ

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

s = 2

s = 3
s = 4
s = 5

s = 10

0.250.20.150.10.05

Vmesh

Fig 4.18 Dispersion characteristics of a stub-loaded mesh after Meliani [4.6].  The mesh velocity

is normalised with respect to the free-space velocity.

Under certain atmospheric conditions the direction of propagation of sound appears to be bent in

that it may not be heard in regions close to the source, but may be heard some distance away, and

this effect is attributed to a temperature inversion, where the temperature (which affects the

velocity of sound) near the ground is much colder that it is some distance above the ground.  The

effects of a stratified medium on acoustic propagation can be easily modelled.  A model space

was constructed with a rigid boundary along the horizontal axis.  A sinusoidal point wave-source

was placed at the bottom centre of the space.  The velocity of propagation at ground level was

determined by the value of the stub (ZSt = 0.5) but increased in the vertical using the expression:
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ZSt = 0.5 + 0.0001*h3 (where h represents the nodal height above the ground).  The results are

shown in figure 4.19 and it is quite clear that the horizontal component of the wave travels much

more slowly than the more vertical components.  It can also be seen that the horizontal region

next to the source has only little amplitude, but at a greater distance there is a significant level,

which seems to coincide with a diffractive effect.  The system appears to be attempting to

maintain continuity between waves of different wavelength, and this leads to a region of

destructive and later constructive interference near the surface.  The figure shows samples of the

amplitude of the horizontal signal and the vertical signal.  The position of acoustic reinforcement

above the ground is found to be dependent on frequency.

Figure 4.19 The effect of a stratified medium on the propagation from a sinusoidal point-source.

The vertical and horizontal line plots represent the magnitudes of the signal one node above the

horizontal surface and vertically above the source .

Boundaries

This section starts by revisiting some of the boundaries that were introduced in chapter 2, before

proceeding to consider frequency dependent and surface conforming boundaries and perfectly
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matched boundaries.  TLM normally uses using the same boundaries as are used in the

mathematical analysis of microwaves.  As short-circuit has  ZT = 0.  The reflection coefficient, ρ

= -1.  ZT = ∞ describes an open circuit and conventional TLM treats this using ρ = 1.  By

conventional we mean that the pulses on the transmission lines represent voltage (electric field).

We could just as easily have used the pulses to describe current (magnetic field), but in this case

the boundary descriptions would be reversed.  This is called the 'duality' property.  There is a

similar situation in acoustics, and it has already been incorporated implicitly in several examples

in this chapter.  The algorithms outlined here use pressure as the analogue of voltage, but in

order to provide a valid physical description, the boundaries are reversed.  A rigid surface (zero

displacement boundary) is equivalent to an electrical open-circuit (ρ = 1), while an non-impeding

opening to air (pressure release boundary) in acoustics is equivalent to an electrical short circuit

(ρ = -1).

The geometry of parts of a room can have a profound influence on sound propagation,

particularly if some alcove/door+ante-room or recess acts as a Helmholz resonator.  The

modelling of such resonators using TLM was first demonstrated by Clune [4.7].

Surface conforming boundaries

The examples that have been cited until now have involved boundaries which conform precisely

with the Cartesian mesh.  Nature is not always so obliging and we have to consider examples

where boundaries do not match rectangular coordinates.  In the first instance we can consider a

short-circuit boundary which is placed at 45º to the mesh.  The question posed in figure 4.20
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concerns a stair-case representation of the problem.  Should such a boundary be placed inside or

outside the boundary it is intended to emulate?

or

Figure 4.20 discretisation of a 45º boundary by an inclusive or exclusive stair-case

The Pomeroy [4.3] method uses superposition from 2 nodes so that a reflective barrier is two

nodes thick with the reflection process occurring in parallel with the scattering process.  Pulses

incident at a boundary encounter a sink for all of the signal .  At the same time it is acting as a

line source for the emerging signals.  Thus the boundaries are effectively node pairs that reflect

either in the north-south direction or in the east-west direction.  The processes do not interact and

are considered separately although an individual node may be a member of more than one pair.

Figure 4.21 shows a node pair with a smooth boundary located at an incremental distance, ε =

L/Δx from node 1.

1 2L

Δx

Vi W

sVW
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Figure 4.21 A node pair with a smooth boundary located at an incremental distance, ε = L/Δx

from node 1.

At the first instance the scattered pulse from node 1 is given by:

k
sVW  = k

iVW * 1 −  ε( ) (4.28)

The residue of the incident signal passes through to node 2 and is returned one time-step later, so

that the signal scattered at the next iteration is given by:

k+1
s VW  = k+1

iVW * 1 −  ε( ) + k
iVW * ε( ) (4.29)

The algorithm involves two arrays for storing ε-values, and a sparse approach has been found to

be particularly effective.

The principles of surface conforming boundaries can be used in a wide variety of applications

and can help to reduce the substantial level of computation which is required if the staircase

discretisation is to be significantly less than the minimum wave-length of any incident sound.  It

has been used to investigate the scattering of helicopter rotor noise from rough surfaces in air-sea

rescue from cliff-face environments [4.8].  The tidal-wave hazard due to a collapse in the Canary

Islands can be simulated using a surface-conforming (ρ = 1) model for the land-masses adjacent

to the nearby oceans and seas.  An intermediate result is shown in figure 4.22, which is due to M.

Morton.
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 Figure 4.22 Propagation of sub-sea compressional wave following a major land-slip in the

Canary islands

Frequency-dependent absorbing boundaries

de Cogan [4.9] describes the way in which TLM can be used to describe lumped components

which are used in electrical filter circuits.  In conventional electrical theory the impedance of a

capacitor is given by ZC = 1/jωC.  There is a slightly different situation in microwave

engineering where we are frequently interested in the apparent impedance, Zobs, as observed

from one point on a transmission line due to a termination at some other point.  This impedance

sometimes appears to represent a capacitance and at other times an inductance, this depends on

the signal frequency and on the observation point as explained below:
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If a transmission line of length Δx/2 is terminated by an open-circuit the apparent impedance is
given by:

Zobs =  
Z

j tan(ωΔt / 2) (4.30)

This represents a capacitance for 0 < ωΔt/2 < π/2  where ω = 2πf (f = frequency).  Within this

range ZC = Zobs. The tan(ωΔt/2) term in eqn (4.29) can be expanded using a Maclaurin series so

that the equality can be re-written as:

jωC = 
j
Z ωΔt / 2 +

(ωΔt / 2)3

3 + ...
⎡ 

⎣ 
⎢ 

⎤ 

⎦ 
⎥ (4.31)

This means that for small values of ωΔt/2 we can approximate:

C = 
Δt
2Z (4.32)

which is consistent with our stub models developed earlier.

Subject to the condition of small values of ωΔt/2, an open-circuit terminated transmission line

can be used in place of a capacitor in an electronic circuit.  Similarly, we can replace inductors

by short-circuit terminated transmission lines (L = Z Δt).
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Figure 4.23 A low-pass filter circuit, (a) with its TLM analogue, (b) and lumped equivalent
circuit, (c)

The instantaneous current in the low-pass filter circuit shown in figure 4.23 is given by:

kI  = 
VS − 2k i VC
R + ZC

(4.33)

This is now used to calculate the voltages

kVC  =  2k
iVC  + kI ZC

kVR  =  kI R (4.34)

The voltage which is scattered into the transmission line is

k
sVC  =  kVC  -  kiVC (4.35)

This is reflected at the termination and arrives back at the next iteration as:

k+1
iVC  = ksVC (4.36)

and is fed back into eqn (4.34) for the next time-step.
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 Eqns (4.33) - (4.36) are all that is required to predict the circuit current, kI or any of the

measurable voltages kVC,  kVR at each discrete instant in time, kΔt.  Applications of these basic

ideas to modelling of more complex electric circuits can be found in references such as [4.10].

If we have a surface whose absorbing properties are known from experiment then we can devise

an electrical filter circuit which matches the observed properties.  Although this filter can then be

attached at the precise location of the boundary, the implementation of the algorithm requires a

little care in terms of correct timing.

Figure 4.24  (a) Low-pass filter at the boundary of a TLM network.(b) lumped equivalent circuit

for formal analysis

A pulse leaves the nearest node and travels along a link transmission line during time Δt/2.  As it

strikes the surface of the boundary, there is a pulse coming inwards which will arrive at the node

at the end of the timestep.  The superposition of these two signals at the boundary together
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constitute the source voltage, Vs(tk+1/2) in the filter (see figure 4.24).  This causes a signal to

propagate into the filter transmission line, which strikes the open-circuit boundary and is

returned, so that it contributes to the superposition at time tk+3/2.  The objective is to determine

the magnitude of the signal that is scattered back from the boundary towards the node and this is

best done using a formal analysis.  The lumped equivalent which is used is shown in figure 4.23.

.

Just as elsewhere, we can define the superposition of pulses from the node and from the filter as

the sum of currents divided by the sum of admittances:

� 

(4.37)

This is in fact the source voltage for the filter so that

VS = 
2sV(R + ZC ) + 2iVCZ

R + Z + ZC
 (4.38)

So, the filter-modified pulse, reflected from the surface which becomes incident at the node at

the next iteration is:

� 

  (4.39)

Thus  the steps of the algorithm are as follows:

− The pulse scattered from the node at time (k-1) arrives at the surface and becomes the start-

up signal for the filter (the pulse reflected from the surface towards the node is zero).

− Eqns (4.33 - 4.36) are used to run the filter during one cycle to obtain iVC.
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− The pulse scattered from the node at time (k) arrives at the surface, and so eqn (4.38) can be

used to calculate kVS.

− kVS is used to calculate the pulse scattered from the surface using eqn (4.39) and  provides

the source voltage for the next filter cycle.

Open-boundary descriptions

The standard lossy TLM node comprising a series connection of transmission lines and resistors

introduces attenuation and phase shift.

Z ZR R

r

Figure 4.25 A basic PML network

Additional degrees of freedom can be introduced by the inclusion of a shunt impedance, r (see

figure 4.25).  We can  define a matching condition as follows: an impulse arriving in from the

transmission line on the left and seeing the combination of components in front interprets them

as having an effective impedance, Z.  This is summarised by the equation:

Z= R +
1
r +

1
R + Z

⎡ 
⎣ ⎢ 

⎤ 
⎦ ⎥ 

−1

(4.40)
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Provided this condition applies then an incoming signal will not be reflected at the end of the

left-hand transmission line.  It will however be attenuated by the network and the extent of this

can be shown to be

Vout

Vin
=

Z -  R
Z +  R (4.41)

Although any choice of R will provide an output which is attenuated this analysis gives no

consideration for the preservation of the character of the impulse.  In order to be consistent with

the equivalent 'infinite' lossless TLM mesh which this network is supposed to bound, it is

necessary that it does not experience distortion.  An impulse travelling on a transmission line will

not be distorted if the parameters of the line (inductance, L, capacitance, C, resistance, 2R and

conductance, G) fulfil the 'Heaviside condition'

L
C   =   

2R
G (4.42)

In any transmission line the impedance is related to L and C through Z = L /C  and for the

node in figure 4.23 G = 1/r.  Thus eqn (4.42) can be recast as:

Z2   =   2R r (4.43)

If we rearrange eqns (4.40) and (4.43) so that we can plot both the matching and distortionless

conditions as a function of either R or r, we find that there is no point of convergence.  It is not

possible to achieve both using the simple network shown in figure 4.25.
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ZSt

Figure 4.26 PML network with the inclusion of an open-circuit stub of impedance ZSt.

However, all is not lost because we can borrow the concept of a stub from microwaves.  A stub

is a length of transmission line which can be terminated so as to add inductance, L or

capacitance, C at a specific location.  Figure 4.26 shows a revised network with an open-circuit

terminated stub of length Δx/2.  This is a capacitance loading and the revised Heaviside condition

is

� 

(4.43a)

 ZSt is the ratio of the stub impedance to the line impedance.  Figure 4.27 demonstrates that it is

now possible to obtain a coincidence of the two constraint conditions (i.e. in principle, having a

matched attenuating junction without distorting the signal).
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Figure 4.27 Plots of the matching and distortionless dependence of R as a function of r for a node

with a capacitive stub ZSt = 2.

However, initial experience with this node indicated that there was still some distortion and this

was traced to the additional capacitance/inductance in the terminated stub [4.11].  Accordingly,

the terminated stub was replaced by an effectively infinite stub (ρSt = 0) and the problem was

immediately removed.  However, during these experiments it was observed that the level of the

reflected signal was critically dependent on the definition of the coincidence.  This was

iteratively determined by taking the positive root of the quadratic expression for R in terms of r

in eqn (4.40) (with normalised impedance) and substituting the expression of r in terms of R

derived from eqn (4.43a).  The sign and magnitude of the return signal was found to depend on

the level of convergence: R and r defined to 12 decimal places yielded an attenuation of -127dB .
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Figure 4.28 Attenuation factor, F against ZSt, where ZSt is the complementary value which
guarantees the matched/distortionless conditions for complementary values of R and r.

The analysis which has been provided above demonstrates that it is possible to develop an

attenuating network that is perfectly matched and does not introduce distortion.  Effectively we

are saying that corresponding to any stub of magnitude ZSt (with respect to the line impedance Z)

there is an attenuation factor, F = vout/viin, determined from eqn (4.41)  which applies to both line

voltage and current.  The overall relationship is shown in the graph in figure 4.28.  Thus the

entire network can be reduced to a 'black-box' which is located at the mid-points of link-

transmission lines.  The effect of the black-box is to attenuate the incident signal by a factor F so

that the connection process becomes

k +1
iMN (x,y) =F k

sMS (x,y +1)

k +1
iMS (x,y) =F k

sMN (x,y −1)

k +1
iME(x,y) =F k

sMW(x +1,y)

k +1
iMW(x,y) =F k

sME(x −1,y)

(where 0 < F ≤ 1) (4.44)
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There are those who might have argued that this was perfectly obvious from the start, but the

analysis has provided a greater understanding of the underlying processes.  For instance, the

inclusion of a stub 'loads' the network and has the effect of altering the propagation velocity,

which may (or may not) be important in a particular implementation.  Experience in the use of

Berenger boundaries in electromagnetics suggests that significant improvements can be obtained

if the transition from the free-space computational environment to the PML occurs over many

nodes.  This is called a 'graded perfectly matched load' (GPML) and in some of the examples

which are presented below we will use an attenuation factor of the form:

F(z ) = F 1 − e
−
z2

B
⎛ 

⎝ ⎜ 
⎞ 

⎠ ⎟ (4.45)

where z is the distance (in terms of number of nodes) into the PML and B is a decay constant that

determines the rate of transition.

Absorption within a PML region

A series of experiments were undertaken to investigate the nature of the absorption within a

uniform PML region.  It was observed that the attenuation fell off as:

V(x) =V0e
−λx (4.46)

where x is the thickness of the PML (in number of PML nodes), V0 is the signal level outside the

PML and λ is a constant which is a function of F.  A series of one-dimensional experiments were

undertaken to characterise λ(F) and it was found that  λ(F) = -ln(F).  So, eqn (4.46) becomes:

V(x) =V0e
x ln(F ) (4.47a)

This reduces to V(x) =V0 F
x  which is consistent with the algorithmic implementation.
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The situation in two-dimensions is much more complicated since there are other forms of

attenuation.  A signal emanating from a point source falls off as (distance)-1 except that in a TLM

mesh we must take account of the mesh velocity.  In our test, a pure sine wave was excited in

space and time and allowed to propagate radially.  After moving a distance, d in one direction the

wave encountered a flat, uniform PML region and, as it penetrated this, it was progressively

absorbed.  At any distance x within the PML region we measured the amplitude, A(x).  The

signal at a distance (d + x) in the radially opposite direction (free-space) was measured and used

as A0.  We were able to undertake measurements with constant x while varying distance d and

repeat this for different values of x.  This avoided phase difference problems.  Once again, it was

found that the attenuation followed eqn (4.46), but an analysis of the F-dependence of the

constant yielded a slightly different result from that in the one-dimensional case

V(x) =V0e
2x ln(F ) (4.47b)

Conclusion

This chapter has attempted to cover a broad range of TLM techniques that are of relevance in

acoustic propagation.  It started with some simple examples of Matlab code in the hope that

readers who are new to the subject might be able to get started with their own implementations

as soon as possible.  The latter part of the chapter has addressed specific problems that have been

encountered by the authors.  Further examples of acoustic applications may be found in chapter 9

of this work.
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